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Alien Artifact
or Just
Another Rock?
Scientists debate whether extraterrestrials
may have created a mysterious object
visiting us from outside the solar system
BY ED MCKINLEY

The world may someday remember 2017 as one of those
years that changed everything-like 1492 or 1776. It's the year
astronomers detected a mysterious object tumbling through
space and gave it the Hawaiian name "Oumuamua." • How big a
deal was it? Well, for the first time, humankind had discovered an
object that entered the solar system from interstellar space. Yet it
may prove even more significant. Some serious intellectuals say
they're open to the possibility that Oumuamua was crafted by an
extraterrestrial civilization. • In other words, intelligent creatures
on another planet may have designed Oumuamua as a probe or
a cosmic signpost. Or it coud be a hunk of manufactured space
junk resulting from an accident or conflict and doomed to hurtle
through the vacuum of space almost forever. • Abraham "Avi"
Loeb, an Israeli-American theoretical physicist who's the long
serving chair of Harvard's Department of Astronomy, has made
himself spokesman for one side of what seems like an Oumuamua
debate. He maintains that the object may not be a natural
phenomenon. He's written a book on the subject (seep. 42) and
granted dozens of interviews to make his point. • Meanwhile,
many in the scientific community seem convinced that nature,
not alien life forms, spawned Oumuamua. Skeptics choose to
believe that it's an asteroid, a comet or a member of some hitherto
undiscovered category of celestial bodies. They just don't think
sentient beings built it. • Naturally, Luckbox wanted to hear from
both sides. So members of the editorial team sat down with Loeb
for a lengthy interview (right), while also enlisting science writer
Keith Cooper to address the concerns of the suspicious (pg. 19).
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THE FIRST SIGN OF llFE?

little more than three years
ago, something scientists can't
A explain happened here in the
solar system. An object called
Oumuamua paid a visit but
didn't come off like a regular guest.
"It doesn't look like anything
we have seen before," declared Avi
Loeb, a Harvard professor deeply
involved with studying the strange
visitor from outer space.
For one thing, Oumuamua didn't
look or behave like the comets and
asteroids that so often streak across
the skies, Loeb maintained. Ice on
the surface ofcomets and asteroids
evaporates when they get close to the

sun, forming a tail. But Oumuamua
had no tail. What's more, it wasn't
surrounded by the gasses that typi
cally accompany comets.
Oumuamua got a push away from
the sun that declined inversely with
the distance squared, which the tail
of a comet produces, but it happened
without a tail, Loeb emphasized.
What's more, based on the way
it reflected light as it tumbled,
Oumuamua measured at least 10
times as long as it was wide, he
continued. That made it flat, like a
disc or a pancake, not like an aster
oid or comet, he said.
Oumuamua was shining brightly,
too, according to Loeb. In fact, only
one in 500 stars looks as bright from
Earth as the mystery object appeared.
Then, in September oflast year,

something a bit similar to Oumua
mua appeared. Another object with
out a tail got a boost from the sun
that was somewhat like the push
Oumuamua received. This time,
however, it turned out to be a rocket
booster shot into space in 1966. It
appeared the boost occurred because
the booster was hollow and thin,
thus giving it a lot ofsurface area
relative to its weight.
"This one we know is artificial
because we made it," Loeb said ofthe
space vehicle launched from Earth a
generation ago. ''The question is who
made Oumuamua?"
The prevailing view

Mainstream astronomers have tried
to describe Oumuamua as a natu
ral phenomenon, but every explana-

tion includes the admission that the
object exhibits qualities never seen
before, Loeb says.
For example, some scientists have
proposed that Oumuamua might
contain frozen hydrogen. Hydro
gen's transparent, so when it evapo
rates it would not leave a visible trail.
However, no one has ever observed
that kind of hydrogen iceberg, and
it's likely that if one existed, it would
evaporate quickly on its journey
through interstellar space, accord
ing to Loeb.
Others suggested Oumuamua
might be a cloud of dust, some
what akin to dust bunnies around
the house, Loeb says. Except it's the
size ofa football field, spins rapidly
and is 100 times less dense than air.
"I found it unlikely that such an

....

Oumuamua's shape
remains open to
interpretation,
with some labeling
it a shard and
others likening it
to a pancake. An
artist provides
the interpretation
above
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